The dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) has a hypothesized riod,'' during which the target was presented at the periphery of role in the transformation of sensory stimuli into appropriate the workspace and moved to the center of the workspace along motor behaviors (Crammond and Kalaska 1996; Godschalk one of eight directions at one of four constant speeds. The ''track et al. 1981; Johnson et al. 1996b; Mushiake et al. 1991;  period'' consisted of a visually guided, error-constrained arm Weinrich and Wise 1982; Wise et al. 1992 Wise et al. , 1997 . Particular movement during which the animal tracked the target as it moved emphasis has been placed on visuomotor transformations, from the central start box along a line to the opposite periphery of the workspace. Behaviorally, the animals tracked the required hypothesized to involve pathways from extrastriate visual directions and speeds with highly constrained trajectories. The eye areas to PMd and the primary motor cortex (MI) via the movements consisted of saccades to the target at the onset of the superior parietal lobule (for reviews see Johnson et al. cue period, followed by smooth pursuit intermingled with saccades 1996b; Milner and Goodale 1995; Wise et al. 1997) . Neuthroughout the cue and track periods. Initially, an analysis of vari-ronal populations in and surrounding the superior parietal ance (ANOVA) was used to test for direction and period effects lobule are directionally modulated before and during reachin the firing. Subsequently, a linear regression analysis was used ing movements (Johnson et al. 1996b; Kalaska et al. 1983) , to fit the average firing from the cue and track periods to a cosine by visual and somatosensory stimulation (Albright 1984;  model. Directional tuning as determined by a significant fit to the Colby and Duhamel 1991; Steinmetz et al. 1987) , and during cosine model was a prominent feature of the discharge during both conditional sensorimotor behavior (Mountcastle et al. The discharge of PMd and MI neurons has a pronounced ences in their preferred directions (PDs) of ú45Њ between cue and sensorimotor character. In instructed delay tasks, PMd neutrack periods. The PD in the cue or track period was not dependent rons exhibit prominent and prolonged premovement activity. on the target speed. A second linear regression analysis based on This premovement activity is directionally tuned and moducalculation of the preferred direction in 20-ms bins (i.e., the PD lated by the visual or remembered direction of the target trajectory) was used to examine on a finer time scale the temporal (di Pellegrino and Wise 1993; Wise et al. 1992) . Similar evolution of this change in directional tuning. The PD trajectories premovement discharge has been described in MI (Alexanin the cue period were not straight but instead rotated over the der and Crutcher 1990; Crutcher and Alexander 1990; Geor- workspace to align with the track period PD. Both clockwise and gopoulos et al. 1989a; Johnson et al. 1996b ; Tanji and Evarts counterclockwise rotations occurred. The PD trajectories were relatively straight during most of the track period. The rotation and 1976). Premovement activity in the PMd is highly modueventual convergence of the PD trajectories in the cue period to lated by visuospatial information that is significant for upthe preferred direction of the track period may reflect the transfor-coming motor acts (Crammond and Kalaska 1994 ; di Pellemation of visual information into motor commands. The widely grino and Wise 1993; Johnson et al. 1996b ; Shen and Alexdispersed PD trajectories in the cue period would allow targets to ander 1997a,b; Zhang et al. 1997 ). In addition, gaze be detected over a wide spatial aperture. The convergence of the (Boussaoud 1995) and spatial attention (Boussaoud and PD trajectories occurring at the cue-track transition may serve as Wise 1993; di Pellegrino and Wise 1993) modulate the disa ''Go'' signal to move that was not explicitly supplied by the charge of PMd neurons, as does motor error (Flament et al. paradigm. Furthermore, the rotation and convergence of the PD 1993). The discharge of PMd and MI neurons is also highly trajectories may provide a mechanism for nonstandard mapping.
MI, corresponding to a topographically organized input from speed and direction of the upcoming movement, 2) elicit controlled movements of a specified speed and direction in the superior parietal lobule (Alexander and Crutcher 1990; Johnson et al. 1996b) . There is also a rostral-caudal gradient which both parameters were controlled independently, and 3) require continual matching of visual input with motor from PMd to MI reflecting the processing of visuospatial to motor information (Shen and Alexander 1997a,b) . Evidence output to maintain a straight trajectory within an error envelope. Analysis of the directional tuning of the discharge of also points to a temporal sequencing of the visuomotor transformation in which the more visuospatial aspects of the task these neurons (Caminiti et al. 1991; Fu et al. 1993; Schwartz 1992 ) was used to study the are processed earlier and the more motoric features later (Shen and Alexander 1997a,b; Zhang et al. 1997) . For ex-neuronal transformation of a dynamic sensory stimulus into a motor output. These results reveal that the directional tunample, in tasks in which the visual information is dissociated from the actual movement, the discharge is characterized by ing is not constant across the cue and track periods and that during the cue period the preferred direction gradually an early phase reflecting the direction of the visual cue and a late phase reflecting the direction of the upcoming movement changes. A preliminary account of these findings has been presented (Johnson et al. 1996a) . (Crammond and Kalaska 1994; Georgopoulos et al. 1989b; Lurito et al. 1991; Shen and Alexander 1997a,b; Wise et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 1997 ). The population vector has been M E T H O D S shown to rotate from the direction of a visual cue to that of Behavioral task the upcoming movement (Georgopoulos et al. 1989b; Lurito et al. 1991) . Also, there is sequential processing of informaExperimentation was conducted according to the Guiding Princition about the direction, position, and amplitude of a move-ples for Research Involving Animals and Human Beings as enment in the discharge of PMd and MI neurons (Fu et al. dorsed by the American Physiological Society and was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Univer-1993 Univer- , 1995 . Therefore, in PMd and MI, both spatial gradisity of Minnesota. Two female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, ents and temporal sequencing of information appear to con-4-6 kg) used a two-joint manipulandum to make visually guided tribute to the transformation of a visual stimulus into a limb arm tracking movements in the horizontal plane (Fu et al. 1993;  movement. Ojakangas and Ebner 1992) . The task was performed on a work-A more specific hypothesis states that the role of the PMd space based on a modified center-out, eight target design (Georgoin visuomotor transformations is nonstandard mapping poulos et al. 1982) , and its trial sequence is schematized in Fig. ( Wise et al. 1996) . For reaching movements, standard map-1. The movements of the hand/manipulandum were displayed as ping refers to a sensorimotor transformation in which the a cross-shaped cursor on a computer monitor that was placed vertistimulus is the object of the reach. Nonstandard mapping cally, Ç50 cm in front of the animal. The center of the monitor is the mapping of an arbitrary stimulus onto an arbitrary was aligned with the animal's sagittal plane, as was the center of the task workspace. The dimensions and size of the screen workmovement. The results of imaging, lesioning, and electrospace and targets were identical to those of the actual physical physiological studies support the hypothesis that the PMd workspace; however, horizontal movements were guided by visual plays an important role in nonstandard mapping (for review cues mapped on a vertical plane. The task required the animal to see Wise et al. 1996) . How might nonstandard mapping track square targets that moved at constant speeds on the screen. be achieved? Evidence exists for the learning of complex The task sequence began by the animal positioning the center of stimulus-response relationships in the PMd (Boussaoud and the cursor (0.5 cm diam) in a square start box (1.44 cm 2 ) at the Wise 1993; di Pellegrino and Wise 1993) . However, learn-center of the workspace for a random period ranging 1-2 s. After ing of all possible stimulus-movement combinations may be this hold period, a square target box of the same size appeared at computationally prohibitive, and it is possible that neural the periphery of the workspace at one of eight target positions (0-substrates exist for the more common types of nonstandard 315Њ in 45Њ increments) at a distance of 5 cm. This target then moved at one of four constant speeds (2, 3, 4, and 5 cm/s) along mappings. Furthermore, the brain may not distinguish bea straight line toward the start box. The time between target appeartween standard and nonstandard mapping and may use a ance and intersection with the start box is the ''cue'' period, and common neural mechanism for both. For example, consider is analogous to the instructed delay period of other paradigms (for the processing of movement direction during a visually example, Crammond and Kalaska 1994; Georgopoulos et al. 1989a;  guided, instructed-delay reaching task. If standard mapping Johnson et al. 1996b) . During the cue period, the animal was was operative, the prediction is that directional tuning would required to maintain the center of the cursor within the start box. be constant throughout the task (Wise et al. 1996) . Another The animal could view its hand and manipulandum, but the possibility is that the directional tuning changes throughout tracking requirements of the task demanded that the animal concenthe task, consistent with a nonstandard mapping process in trate on the screen. which a visual stimulus from one direction can be transWhen the cue target reached the central start position, the start box was extinguished, and the target continued to move along the formed into movements of a different direction.
same trajectory at the same speed for 5 cm. During this interval, To address this question the discharge of PMd and MI called the ''track'' period, the animal was required to make an arm neurons was analyzed while monkeys performed a two-ditracking movement at one of four constant speeds (2, 3, 4, 5 cm/ mensional visually guided tracking task with an instructed s) for a distance of 5 cm. At all times during the track period, the delay period. Most previous studies have examined motor animal was required to maintain the center of the cursor entirely cortical activity during steplike reaching movements (for within the confines of the target box. At any point in the trial review see Ashe 1997; Georgopoulos 1986; Wise et al. sequence, deviation of the cursor from the target aborted the trialwere placed over three cortical hemispheres of the two monkeys (right and left in animal CR and left in DN).
After the animal's recovery, extracellular single-unit recording began using paralyene-coated tungsten microelectrodes (3-10 MV) and conventional electrophysiological techniques (Fu et al. 1993) . A neuron was recorded if its activity was audibly modulated during the performance of the task or related to active reaching movements. After isolation of a single unit, the action potentials were time-amplitude discriminated. The output of the discriminator was digitized and stored at 1-ms intervals. The digitized data were analyzed in bin sizes of 20 ms and averaged over the number of trials. These binned firing frequencies were used in the period regressions of cell discharge as a function of direction. For contour plots of cell activity and calculations of a cell's preferred direction trajectory (see Analysis), each bin was convolved with a Gaussian function with a standard deviation of 20 ms.
The animal's tracking movements were calculated by recording the time-varying position of the manipulandum. The x and y positions of the manipulandum were calculated geometrically using angular data sampled from the output of the manipulandum potentiometers. The position data were sampled at 1 kHz and smoothed with the use of a 21-point moving average to prepare the position data for numeric differentiation. Differentiation yielded the x,y velocities from which the tangential velocity was computed. Position and velocity data were then compressed into 20-ms bins. Averaging of the position and velocity data over the 10 trials was performed after smoothing, differentiation, and compression. Eye movements were recorded using an infrared oculometer (Bouis Instruments, Karlsruhe, Germany). The vertical and horizontal position data were digitized at 200 samples/s and also compressed into 20-ms bins, but not smoothed. Electromyographic (EMG) activity was acquired using percutaneously inserted intramuscular wire electrodes. The signal was amplified, filtered (10-1,000 Hz band-pass), and digitized at 2,000 samples/s. The EMG signal was digitally rectified, compressed into 20-ms bins, and averaged over 10 trials. Eight muscles were recorded in both monkeys: pectoralis major (n Å 7 records), spinal deltoid (n Å 7), clavicular deltoid (n Å 9), biceps (n Å 10), triceps (long and lateral heads, n Å 17), extensor carpi radialis (n Å 11), and flexor carpi ulnaris (n Å 12). Both the eye movement and EMG recordings were obtained during experimental sessions in which single-unit recordings were not undertaken.
After the completion of all electrophysiological and behavioral recordings, various positions in the chamber were marked by electrolytic lesions. Then each animal was initially anesthetized with ketamine (20 mg/kg im) and xylazine (1 mg/kg im), followed by a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium (150 mg/kg ip). Intracardiac perfusion with saline containing heparin was followed by perfusion removal of the brain, 50-mm frozen sections perpendicular to the longitudinal cerebral fissure were cut on a microtome throughout the areas of interest and stained with thionin. Recording tracks and the discharge of each neuron was evaluated over 10 trials for and electrolytic lesions were identified to map the microelectrode each direction-speed combination. The cue and track periods were penetrations. The number of large (ú29 mm) pyramidal cells in equal in duration, with each period lasting 2.5, 1.67, 1.25, and 1 layer V was determined in each section to estimate the boundary s for the target speeds of 2, 3, 4, and 5 cm/s, respectively.
between the premotor and primary motor cortex and for comparison of the recording locations with previous reports (Dum and Strick 1991; Fu et al. 1993; Weinrich and Wise 1982) . Specifically,
Surgical, electrophysiological, and histological procedures
the number of large pyramidal cells was averaged along the cortical surface of each slice in 3-mm increments. Density maps of the Once the monkeys had learned the tracking task, a chronic relarge pyramidal cells across the cortical surface were constructed, cording chamber (19 mm ID) was stereotaxically placed, and a and the isodensity contour line of eight large pyramidal cells was head fixation halo was implanted (for details see Fu et al. 1993) .
taken as an estimate of the boundary between PMd and MI. The chamber was positioned to straddle the premotor and primary motor cortices. Anesthesia was induced and maintained with keta-Analysis mine (20 mgrkg 01 rh 01 im) and xylazine (1-2 mgrkg 01 rh 01 im) during the aseptic surgical procedure. Postoperatively, buprenorNeuronal spike trains and kinematic trajectories were aligned on the target onset at the start of the cue period, before averaging. phine (0.05 mg/kg im) was administered for 5 days. Chambers Firing and kinematic data were then averaged over 10 repetitions obtained from the entire cue or track period. The 5-95% confidence interval for the location of the PD for each 20-ms bin was for each of the 8 directions over the 4 target speeds. Neuronal firing frequency histograms with 20-ms bin increments were constructed also calculated based on the von Mises distribution (Batschelet 1981) . from the averages. The firing was analyzed over three time intervals: the hold, cue, and track periods. The ''hold'' period repreAs shown in RESULTS the PD trajectories had a pronounced rotational character. To characterize this property of the PD trajecsented the 500 ms before the appearance of the cue target, corresponding to the time in which the monkey held the cursor in the tories, the latency, duration, and rotational velocity were calculated for the neurons demonstrating significant cue and track period PDs. center start box. In addition to determining the mean firing from the trial averages, the standard deviation of the firing from the Latency to directional discharge was defined as the time at which three contiguous 20-ms bins demonstrated significant directional individual trial was calculated for the different periods.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) based on the firing in individual tuning. Latency values were restricted to 1,000 ms to allow for comparison over the different cue period lengths. The duration of trials was used as the initial step in assessing task-related modulation (Alexander and Crutcher 1990; Crammond and Kalaska 1996; significant directional discharge was defined as the number of bins with significant directional tuning, expressed as a percentage of di Pellegrino and Wise 1993; Shen and Alexander 1997a) . The ANOVA was used to determine whether the total trial duration. The instantaneous rotational velocity of the PD trajectory was calculated between contiguous significant bins. direction had a significant effect on the discharge in the cue or track periods and to detect significant changes in firing over the Also, the maximal and mean rotational velocities were determined for each neuron and averaged over the population. trial sequence from the hold, cue, to track periods. The criterion for either a direction or period effect was P õ 0.01 (Tukey multiple
The EMG activity in the cue and track periods was also analyzed for significant directional effects using the single trial ANOVA comparisons). A neuron was considered task related if direction or period had a significant effect on its discharge.
(P õ 0.01, Tukey multiple comparisons), similar to that undertaken for the cell discharge. The timing of the EMG activity was Having identified the cells with a significant direction effect using the ANOVA, regression analyses were used to determine estimated using a binwise procedure for detecting a significant change in the EMG level, defined as exceeding the mean hold whether the discharge could be fit to a cosine model Mardia 1972) . For each target speed, the mean firing period activity by {3 SD. rate ( f ) for each cue or track direction (u), was fitted to a cosine function
( 1) Characteristics of the tracking task performance Alternatively, this can be expressed as Tangential velocity profiles and hand trajectories resulting
( 2) from the tracking of the four constant speed targets are shown in Fig. 2 . During the cue period, there were no sys-
The peak of the cosine function, referred to as the preferred tematic excursions in the hand velocity at any target speed.
direction (PD), is given as u pd in Eq. 2 (for further details see Georgopoulos et al. , 1984 Mardia 1972) . Regression coeffi-For the slowest 2-cm/s target speed trials, there were occacients b 0 and c 1 denote the mean discharge over all directions and sional increases in hand velocity while in the start box 100-the modulation of the firing as a function of direction, respectively. 200 ms before the onset of the track period. The hand velocGoodness-of-fit of the data to the cosine model (Eq. 1) was ex-ity increased over the initial 200-400 ms of the track period pressed as R 2 , with model significance (P õ 0.05) requiring R 2 ú to approach the target velocity. The initial rise in hand veloc-0.7. The depth of directional modulation, I dir , was calculated by ity was followed by an overshoot and several subsequent normalizing the slope of the regression, c 1 , to the averaged firing crossings of the target velocity. Small fluctuations in the over all directions, b 0 (Georgopoulos et al. , 1988 . Neurons hand velocity were present at all target speeds, but the parawhose discharge fit significantly to the cosine model will be redigm limited these excursions to within the target area, otherferred to as ''directionally tuned. '' wise the trial was aborted. The slight irregularities in the The PD was referenced to the direction of the moving target for all analyses. For example, in the diagram of the paradigm shown hand velocity reflect frequent feedback-dependent error corin Fig. 1 , the direction of the moving target is 45Њ for both the cue rections required for visually guided pursuit tracking. For and track periods. Therefore, if a cell's discharge during the cue the fastest 5-cm/s target speed trials, hand velocity could period was highest for targets moving from the periphery at 225Њ increase Ç100-200 ms before the complete superposition toward 45Њ, it was referred to as having a PD of 45Њ. Similarly, if of the start and target boxes. The hand velocity climbed to a cell's discharge during the track period was highest for move-a value of 5 cm/s over the initial 300-400 ms of the track ments from the center of the workspace out toward 45Њ, the PD period and then fluctuated around the target velocity. ries for the eight directions were remarkably straight and of the PD of discharge for each of these smaller epochs was performed. To increase the temporal resolution of the directional tun-similar for the four different target speeds. This was due to ing, cosine regressions (Eq. 1) were also performed over sequential the fact that the paradigm constrained both speed and path.
20-ms bins (Mason et al. 1998). This provided a nearly continuous
There was little directionally tuned EMG activity during estimate of the PD as a function of time and was referred to as the the cue period in the eight arm muscles tested. The patterns ''PD trajectory.'' Here, discharge in each time bin was evaluated of the arm and shoulder EMG are shown in Fig. 3 for two for a significant fit using a criterion of R 2 ú 0.7. An additional shoulder muscles (pectoralis major and posterior deltoid), criterion was required of the PD trajectories to ensure that the an elbow extensor (long head of the triceps), and a wrist determination of the PDs based on 20-ms bins reflected the direcflexor (flexor carpi ulnaris). In the cue period the directional tional tuning as a function of time. The depth of modulation (I dir ) modulation in EMG activity was extremely small to nonexisfor each bin was required to be characteristic of the I dir obtained tent, a result also found for other instructed delay tasks from the tuning curves based on the cue or track period averages.
The I dir for each bin was required to be greater than the I dir -1 SD (Georgopoulos et al. 1989a ). ANOVA demonstrated no sig-
01-26-99 09:03:21 neupal LP-Neurophys Eye movements, although unconstrained by the experimental paradigm, were also measured. Figure 4 details the horizontal and vertical position traces and the workspace trajectories of the left eye for four of the eight directions of arm tracking. For the slowest target speed of 2 cm/s, the eye tracking behavior may be summarized by a series of five stages, best appreciated in the time plots of horizontal (x) and vertical (y) eye position. First, before the appearance of the target while the hand was in the start box, saccades subtending up to 10-20Њ were directed over the entire workspace, apparently as the animal searched for the target. The saccades covered an area of the workspace larger than the 10 cm diam of the circular target array. Second, Ç100-200 ms after the appearance of the target, the saccades stopped and the moving target was smoothly pursued for 400-500 ms. Third, after this period of smooth pursuit of the target, a second phase of saccades occurred, lasting Ç1,000-1,200 ms. It should be stressed that in some trials the animal maintained smooth pursuit throughout the entire cue period and that this period of saccadic eye movement was highly dependent on the target speed. Fourth, Ç700-900 ms before the track period, smooth pursuit of the target was resumed and continued through the first half of the track period. Fifth, during the final portion of the tracking period, the saccades resumed.
The faster target speed of 5 cm/s resulted in a simplified eye movement behavior, summarized as three stages through the trial sequence (Fig. 4) . As for slower tracking, the monkey initially made large amplitude saccades during the hold period until Ç200 ms into the cue period. This was followed by the eyes moving to the target and smooth pursuit. The smooth pursuit continued through the cue period well into the track period, at which point the saccades resumed. For the faster target velocities, few saccades occurred during the cue period. Apparently, there was not sufficient time to allow right hemisphere of DN, 103 from the left hemisphere of CR, and 80 from the right hemisphere of CR. Of these 240 nificant direction effect for the cue period (P ú 0.01) for neurons, the discharge of 201 (84%) showed a significant all eight muscles sampled (n Å 73 records). As expected, period effect, and the discharge of 228 (95%) showed a the EMG activity was highly modulated during the track significant direction effect based on the trial-by-trial ANperiod in all muscles (P õ 0.01). The ANOVA was based OVA (P õ 0.01). All 240 neurons were task related, that on the EMG activity in the entire cue period and may have is their discharge exhibited either a significant period or missed changes in EMG activity that occurred before the direction effect. The ANOVA is a highly sensitive test of a onset of movement. Therefore an additional binwise procedirectional effect (Crammond and Kalaska 1996) but does dure was performed to detect the timing of any changes not define the form of the directional modulation. Therefore in EMG activity. A significant change was defined as that to define the type of directional modulation, the average exceeding the mean hold period activity by {3 SD. The firing in the cue and track periods was fit to the cosine model times of significant change invariably occurred at the cue-(Eq. 1). Significant directional tuning as defined by the track period transitions (Fig. 3) . Over all directions and cosine model was found for 212/240 (88%) neurons. In muscles, the binwise procedure detected significant EMG 132, significant directional tuning was found for both the changes at an average of 37 { 71 and 112 { 124 ms before cue and track periods. In 26 neurons, significant directional track onset for the 5-and 2-cm/s trials, respectively. There tuning was present only during the cue period, and in another were no significant differences in the onset of the EMG 54, the directional tuning was significant only in the track changes across the eight muscles recorded (P ú 0.1, period. The majority of the analysis focused on the relation-ANOVA). Therefore, as shown previously (Turner et al. ship of the directional tuning in the cue and track periods 1995), the EMG activity during the cue period was modulated at most for a brief period (Ç100 ms) before track onset.
for cells in both PMd and MI. Based on the histological findings, the cells in this study
An example of a neuron with significant directional tuning for both the cue and track periods is shown in Fig. 6 . The were recorded in PMd and MI. The locations of the penetrations corresponding to neurons with significant directional discharge during the cue and track periods exhibited broad directional tuning with increased firing for directions 270Њ tuning are shown in Fig. 5 for the three hemispheres. In the left hemisphere of monkey CR (Fig. 5A) , the recordings to 45Њ. There was a reduction in firing below baseline at 180Њ for both the cue and track periods. The fit to the cosine were located primarily in PMd. The penetrations in the right hemisphere of monkey CR (Fig. 5B ) covered both PMd and tuning model in the cue period was highly significant over the four target speeds, with the R 2 ranging from 0.94 to MI. In the right hemisphere of monkey DN (Fig. 5C ), the penetrations were predominantly in MI.
0.99. The directional tuning during the track period was also
01-26-99 09:03:21 neupal LP-Neurophys over the four target speeds. The average absolute PD difference in the cue and track period was 132Њ for this cell, and the population data summarized in Fig. 10 shows that Ç50% of the cells had an absolute PD difference of ú45Њ. Again, FIG . 4. Horizontal (x) and vertical (y) components of the eye movements are shown over the temporal trial sequence and as trajectories over the workspace. Four of the 8 directions of the tracking task (0, 90, 180, and 270Њ) for the 2 extremes of target speeds, 2 cm/s (left) and 5 cm/s (right), are shown. An additional 1,000-ms period of eye movement data was included at the end of the tracking period. Leftmost dashed vertical lines mark the end of the hold period; solid vertical lines divide the cue and track periods. Rightmost dashed vertical lines mark the end of the track period. Single trials of unsmoothed eye movements are shown. highly significant with the R 2 ranging from 0.97 to 0.99. The consistency of the firing on a trial-by-trial basis is demonstrated by the small standard deviations in the firing for each direction. Furthermore, the tuning curves demonstrated similar average PDs for the cue (358 { 6Њ, mean { SD) and track (355 { 4Њ) periods over the four target speeds. The depth of directional modulation was less for the cue period than for the track period. The I dir averaged over the four speeds was 0.50 { 0.06 for the cue period and 0.90 { 0.03 for the track period.
The PD of the discharge of a cell was not generally constant through the trial sequence, an example of which is shown in Fig. 7 . The discharge increased in the cue period for directions 45-180Њ, an increase that persisted up to the initial part of the track period. For directions ranging from the small standard deviations of the firing illustrate the con-et al. 1996b). These neurons, like that illustrated in Fig. 8, may show directional tuning (di Pellegrino and Wise 1993; Johnson sistency of the discharge over the individual trials. As for the discharge of the neuron shown in Fig. 7, the depth of et al. 1996b) . For the cell shown in Fig. 8 , firing transiently modulation for the cue period was less than that for the track increased for Ç500 ms after the onset of the cue target. This period. The I dir for the cue period was 0.46 { 0.05 and for signal-related firing was directionally tuned with a significant the track period 0.66 { 0.04. For the subpopulation of 132 cosine fit for three target speeds and had an average PD of neurons with significant directional tuning in both the cue 145 { 17Њ. Directionality of the firing was less pronounced and track periods, the I dir for the cue period, 0.34 { 0.21, relative to the ''set neurons'' shown in Figs. 6 and 7 as judged was significantly less than that for the track period, 0.67 { by the smaller proportion of the variance accounted for by 0.31 (P õ 0.00001, n Å 132, paired Student's t-test).
the cosine model and the increased standard deviations of the averaged data points. Overall, firing decreased in the track peNeurons responding transiently to the onset of the cue target have been found in the premotor cortex and have been referred riod for all directions and was not significantly directionally tuned at any target speed. and the whole track period, the neuronal discharge was lower between the cue and track periods (see Fig. 7 ). The distributhan that during the initial baseline period. Of the 26 PMd tions of the period PDs for the cue (Fig. 9A) and track ( Fig.  neurons with directional tuning only in the cue period, all dem-9B) periods are shown in Fig. 9 . Because both left and onstrated initial firing transients (i.e., signal-related). In the 132 right hemispheres were used for recording, the PDs were neurons directionally tuned over both cue and track periods, normalized to a right hemisphere convention by mirror-refiring continued throughout the cue period. Thus the distinction versing the PD of each left hemisphere neuron about the made by Weinrich and Wise (1982) between signal-related and vertical meridian (Funahashi et al. 1989 ; Georgopoulos et set-related activity has clear parallels in the present data. al. 1982; Steinmetz et al. 1987) . For the cue and track periods, the distributions of PDs were uniform about the workspace (Rayleigh test for uniformity, P ú 0.1 in both cases).
Differences in directional tuning as a function of the task
For a given neuron, the absolute difference in PDs (a range sequence from 0 to 180Њ) between the cue and track period was calculated (Fig. 9C) . A predominance of vectors was in the 0 to Of the 132 neurons demonstrating significant directionality in both cue and track periods, many had PDs that differed 90Њ range, with a mean of 45. (47%) of the neurons had an absolute PD difference of Evaluation of the PD differences between cue and track periods was performed at a higher temporal resolution by ú45Њ. The PD distributions obtained from the cue and track periods were significantly different (P õ 0.001, n Å 132, dividing equally each period and recalculating the PDs for each half period. The population distributions of the PDs Hotelling's paired test) (Batschelet 1981) . Furthermore, the relative difference distribution (Fig. 9D ) was significantly calculated from each of the four epochs (i.e., cue 1, cue 2, track 1, and track 2) shown in Fig. 10 demonstrate uniform different from zero along the x-axis (P õ 0.001), but not along the y-axis (P ú 0.2, Student's t-test on the sine and directional tuning (P ú 0.1, Rayleigh test for uniformity).
For each neuron, absolute differences of the PDs were calcucosine fractions with Bonferroni correction). This y-axis symmetry implies that clockwise or counterclockwise devia-lated for each period (cue 1, cue 2, track 1) relative to the final tracking period (track 2). Relative to the late track tions of the cue PD relative to the track PD were equally probable. The relative difference plot (Fig. 9D) further dem-period, the mean change in PDs was greatest for the early cue (79.2Њ), less for the late cue (45.7Њ), and least for the onstrates the equal probability of clockwise and counterclockwise differences between the cue and track PDs.
early track (22.3Њ) periods. Several other findings demonstrate that there is a gradient of directional tuning properties across PMd and MI. The prevalence of four properties of directional tuning were mapped in 2-mm increments on the cortex from the central sulcus ( Fig. 11) : 1) directional tuning occurring only during the cue period, 2) directional tuning occurring only during the track period, 3) directional tuning occurring in cue and track that was õ45Њ divergent between the two periods, and 4) directional tuning in both periods that was ú45Њ divergent. As shown in Fig. 11A , neurons with significant directional tuning only in the track period comprised 45% of the total at 2 mm from the central sulcus, and the percentage decreased to 16% at the most anterior recording position in the PMd. Conversely, the percentage of neurons with significant directional tuning only in the cue period increased from posterior to anterior with only 10% near the central sulcus and 28% in the region of the PMd. As shown in Fig.  11B , the percentage of neurons with õ45Њ difference in cue and track period PDs reached a maximum of 50% at 6 mm from the central sulcus and decreased to Ç20% at 10 mm from the central sulcus. Neurons with ú45Њ difference increased from 20% posteriorly to 37% anteriorly. It should directional tuning increased dramatically (see Fig. 11A ).
B: distribution of the track period PD vectors with magnitude equal to R 2 . The outer circle in A and B denotes an R 2 Å 1. C: distribution of the The changes in these directional tuning properties as a funcabsolute differences between cue and track PDs (range of distribution is tion of distance were statistically significant (P õ 0.005, x by 4 distance bins) was constructed by binning the data in 4-mm increments. A 4-mm binning was necessary so that nificantly (P õ 0.001 in all cases, Hotelling's paired test). all expected cell counts were ú5, as required by the x 2 The decreasing differences in the PD from the early cue to statistic (Devore and Peck 1993). the late track epochs suggests that a sequential, and not abrupt, convergence of PDs is occurring. A similar analysis Temporal profiles of the preferred directions of individual comparing cue 1 and cue 2 to track 1 yielded a similar neurons systematic decrease in the mean differences in the PD as the To evaluate the directional tuning of individual cells with trial progressed. The mean differences in the PDs from cue increased temporal resolution, the firing rate of these cells 1 to track 1 and from cue 2 to track 1 were 42.1 and 23.5, was fitted to the cosine model (Eq. 1) in sequential 20-ms respectively. The difference between cue 1 and track 1 was bins. As described in METHODS, a significant fit (R 2 ú 0.7) significant (P õ 0.001, Hotelling's paired test).
Functional-anatomic correlations
Of the 212 neurons with significant directional tuning in either cue or track periods, 122 neurons were recorded in PMd and 84 were in MI. Five penetrations resulting in six directional neurons were located in the vicinity of the supplementary motor area (see Fig. 5A ) and thus removed for the comparisons of PMd and MI. Most of the neurons with significant cosine tuning limited to the cue period were located in PMd (20 of a total of 26). For the 54 neurons with significant directional tuning only in the track period, 26 were located in PMd, whereas 28 were in MI. Neurons with directional tuning in both cue and track periods (n Å 132) were also found in both PMd (n Å 73) and MI (n Å 54). The proportions of these three types of directional neurons showed sig- lized at 270Њ, and the depth of modulation progressively increased over the next 14 bins until the start of the track period. The maximum depth of modulation occurred 140 ms (7 bins) before the onset of the track period. Through the majority of the track period (solid blue lines), the PD remained constant at 270Њ, and the tuning curves gradually decreased in modulation. During the last 100 ms of the track period, there was a shift in the PD toward 225Њ. Note that for 3 bins in the track period, the fit did not meet both criteria (dashed blue lines). Figure 12 demonstrates that there were smooth, gradual shifts in the PD and in the depth of modulation over the course of the trial. The correspondences between the peaks in actual firing and the maxima of the tuning curves demonstrate that the model fits were not spurious. Furthermore, the fits during the center hold period were invariably nonsignificant, as would be expected. The tuning curves and the firing data, averaged over the hold, cue, and track periods are also shown. The average discharge during the center hold period was not significantly modulated. However, the directional tuning curves obtained from the cue (R 2 Å 0.89, I dir Å 0.53, PD Å 312Њ) and track periods (R 2 Å 0.82, I dir Å 0.85, PD Å 278Њ) were significant and fit the cosine tuning model. The difference between the cue and track period PDs based on the average firing in these two periods was 34Њ, which minimizes the approximate 170Њ shift (80Њ at the beginning of the cue period to 270Њ at the onset of track period) evident in the PD trajectory that occurred over the cue period. The calculation of the PD based on the average firing failed to capture these temporal features of the directional tuning.
An additional analysis was undertaken to validate the PD trajectories. The PD trajectory was calculated from averages FIG 12B for the same cell. In both sets of trials, the cue period and track periods of õ45Њ and ú45Њ. Although shown in 2 graphs, the proportions of the 4 groups add to 100% for each 2-mm distance.
PD trajectory began around 80Њ and rotated clockwise to 0Њ and finally to 270Њ to converge with the PD trajectory of the track period. The tracking PD trajectory in both cases to the cosine model was required for each bin and a minimum depth of modulation criterion within 1 SD of the average continued along 270Њ until the last third of the period. The PD trajectory based on the entire set of trials is quite similar I dir from the cue and track periods was imposed. Thus the minimum I dir of a bin for the cue or track period was required (see Fig. 13B ). Similar results were obtained for other cells.
Therefore several points establish the validity and reproto be larger than 0.13 or 0.36, respectively. The resulting significant PDs were used to map the temporal sequence of ducibility of the PD trajectory calculation based on 20-ms bins. Previously, PD trajectories had been based on the calthe PDs, or PD trajectory through the trial. The PD trajectory is referenced to the direction of the moving target for both culation of the population vector and not the discharge of individual cells (Georgopoulos et al. 1984 (Georgopoulos et al. , 1989a ; Schwartz the cue and track periods (see METHODS ).
To define the temporal evolution of the PD, Fig. 12A 1993) . First, the criteria used to calculate the PD trajectory were more stringent than typically used for epoch-based dedetails the construction of a PD trajectory from the discharge of one cell. Figure 12 also shows the PDs based on the terminations of a cell's PD (Caminiti et al. 1991; Fu et al. 1993; Schwartz 1992) . In this average firing for comparison. Tuning curves with the actual data points for each consecutive 20-ms bin in the hold, cue, report we required not only statistical significance (R 2 ú 0.7) but also a minimum depth of modulation. Therefore the and track periods are shown. The firing modulation during the 1st 10 bins (200 ms) while the cursor was held in the directional tuning based on 20-ms bins is as rigorous and valid (if not more so) than the directional tuning defined center hold period did not significantly fit the cosine tuning model (dashed green lines). The fits of the 1st 10 of the over longer epochs. Second, as shown in Fig. 12 , the individual tuning curves were nearly continuous and in complete tuning curves (200 ms) in the cue period also did not meet either the model fit (R 2 ú 0.7) or depth of modulation (I dir ú agreement with the PD calculations. Third, the determinations based on odd and even trials yielded similar results. 0.13) criterion. Over the next 16 bins (320 ms), the fit of the data met both criteria (solid red lines), and the PD Over the 320 movement trials necessary to generate a complete data set in which the speed and direction of the trial sequentially shifted from 90 to 0Њ. Over the next 10 bins the PD shifted further from 0 to 270Њ, after which the PD stabi-were randomized, the similarity of the results from the odd Sequence of tuning curves derived from sequential 20-ms bins are shown in A for the hold (green), cue (red), and track (blue) periods. All records are averages of 10 trials for the fastest 5-cm/s target speed. Solid sinusoidal tuning curves are shown for significant fits (R 2 ú 0.7 and I dir ú period I dir 0 1 SD), whereas dotted curves signify fits not satisfying both criteria. Data points from which the tuning curves were derived are superimposed. Shown below the sequence of binned tuning curves are the tuning curves and firing data averaged over the hold, cue, and track periods. The firing rate calibration bar applies to both binned and period tuning curves. The x-axis denotes the PD convention based on the direction of the moving target. In B, PD trajectories as a function of time are shown for averages based on the even (blue symbols) and odd trials (purple symbols) for the same neuron. The y-axis is time (the cue to track period sequence lasts 2 s for the 5-cm/s target speed), and the x-axis is the PD (ranging from 0 to 360Њ). The PD trajectories were referenced to the direction of the moving target (see METHODS ). Therefore for this cell the PD trajectory pointed to 90Њ initially in the cue period and rotated clockwise to 270Њ at the start of the track period. and even trials reveals the reproducibility of the PD trajec-in Fig. 13 . In this figure, the neurons are presented in terms of increasing absolute difference between the cue and track tory. Fourth, the fits based on the firing during the center hold period were invariably nonsignificant, demonstrating period PDs, with differences of 33, 34, 47, and 123Њ in A, B, C, and D, respectively. The PD trajectories reveal that that the results from the cue and track period were not artifactual. Fifth, at least three reports from other investigators the similarities and differences in the directional tuning durusing steplike reaching tasks have documented similar rota-ing the cue and track periods are much more complex than tions in the PD trajectory when calculated on a finer time revealed by the period average PDs. For the example shown scale (Baker et al. 1997; Mason et al. 1998; Scott and Ka-in Fig. 13A , the PD trajectory became significant (R 2 ú laska 1996). Also, because these other reports were based 0.7) Ç300 ms after the onset of the cue period. The PD was on a steplike reach, the observed rotations in the PD trajec-initially 90Њ but shifted to 160Њ by the end of the cue period, tory were not simply a function of the moving targets em-rotating counter clockwise with an average velocity of 100Њ/ ployed in this paradigm.
s. During the track period, the PD trajectory initially rotated another 20Њ counterclockwise before maintaining a constant The PD trajectories ranged from those that were relatively unidirectional over the cue and track periods to trajectories direction of Ç180Њ for the remaining two-thirds of the period. For the last 150 ms of the track period, the PD calculathat were nearly opposite in the cue relative to track periods. Examples of PD trajectories from four neurons are shown tions were not significant. Examination of the firing profile 33 to 123Њ) . The x-axis is the trial sequence from cue to track (a total duration of 2 s, corresponding to a 10-cm target travel). The PD is mapped on the yaxis, ranging from 0 to 360Њ. The amplitude of firing relative to the hold period is coded by color (peak orange, minima purple). Significant preferred directions (by R 2 and I dir criteria) calculated in 20-ms bins are marked by solid symbols. Confidence intervals (5-95%, based on the von Mises distribution) for the location of the PD are marked by smaller symbols on either side of the PD trajectory. All records are averages of 10 trials for the fastest 5-cm/s target speed.
reveals a similar picture. Firing relative to the hold period confidence intervals demonstrate that the shifts during the cue period were statistically significant. increased Ç200 ms after the cue period onset but did not become directionally tuned for another 100 ms. The PD trajectory followed the ridge of increased firing (orange-Temporal characteristics of the PD trajectories red pseudocolor) with remarkable fidelity. The confidence interval was initially {70Њ, reflecting the smaller depth of From the slowest to fastest target speeds, the available time allowed for the transformation of directional visual inmodulation in the early cue period. During the cue period the confidence interval constricted to {30Њ and decreased to formation into directional motor commands ranged from 2.5 to 1 s. Because temporal constraints were found in the oculoapproximately {10Њ midway through the track period. The confidence interval confirms that the changes in PD in the motor behavior, the temporal profiles of the PD trajectories were also analyzed for similar constraints. The average lacue period exceed the uncertainty of the estimate.
In examples B, C, and D, the PD trajectories in the cue tency of the directional discharge ranged from 299 to 388 ms for the fastest to slowest target speeds, respectively (Taperiod demonstrated initial rotations covering up to 180Њ of the workspace and then aligned during the cue period to ble 1). Linear regression analysis demonstrated that the average onset latencies significantly increased with decreasing approximate the direction of the track PD trajectories. These examples have several common features. First, the direction target speed, with a slope of 033.3 ms per cm/s (F-ratio Å 11.5, P õ 0.001). Thus the detection of target directionality modulation of the discharge was delayed relative to the appearance of the target by 150-200 ms. Baseline firing values was delayed in the longer cue periods resulting from slower target speeds. Conversely, when the cue period was limited evolved into significant directional tuning, and, subsequently, a PD trajectory developed. Second, the rotations of to 1 s by the 5-cm/s target, the onset of directional tuning occurred earlier. Directional tuning was maintained for a the PD trajectories were most marked in the cue period. The PD trajectory rotated in the clockwise direction in two of larger fraction of the trial duration as the target speed increased, resulting in a significant linear regression relationthe cells (B and D) and counterclockwise in two (A and C). Third, the PD trajectories during the track period were ship (slope Å 3.6% trial duration per cm/s, F-ratio Å 15.3, P õ 0.0001). Thus, when the cue period was limited by relatively straight and approximated the track period average PD. In B the PD trajectory was initially directed to 90Њ and faster target speeds, directional tuning occurred 20% earlier and occupied 20% more of the time allotted before moverotated at Ç200Њ/s to 270Њ by the end of the cue period. The 180Њ shift of the PD trajectory in the cue period was ment. These target speed-related changes in the onset and duration of directional tuning paralleled the changes seen in larger than the 5-95% confidence limit. In C the PD trajectory started at 135Њ, shifting to 300Њ after a rotation of Ç200Њ/ oculomotor behavior. As the cue period became longer, smooth pursuit was present for a smaller fraction of the cue s. Once the track period began, the trajectory remained within {45Њ of the period average PD of 301Њ. In D the PD period (Fig. 4) .
Rotations of the PD trajectories were prominent, particutrajectory shifted clockwise from 45 to 300Њ with a rotational velocity of 210Њ/s. The PD trajectory continued to shift larly in the cue period (see Figs. 12 and 13 ). Group averages of the maximal rotational velocity ranged from 438 to 552Њ/ clockwise another 70Њ until the initial third of the track period, stabilizing around the period average PD of 226Њ. The s and from 297 to 323Њ/s for the cue and track periods,
01-26-99 09:03:21 neupal LP-Neurophys Values are means { SD; number of neurons is 132. PD, preferred direction. * Onset of directionality in ms. † Percent of trial that is directionally significant. respectively (Table 1) . The difference in PD trajectory rota-design of the error constraint of the paradigm and the observed kinematics that the monkey did not have to move at tional velocity between the cue and track periods was highly significant (P õ 0.001, at all target speeds, paired Student's the exact start of the track period for the slower target speeds.
Movements could be delayed as much as 600 ms, corret-test), whereas the differences due to target speed were not. Linear regression of the mean rotational velocity to target sponding to an error window of 1.2 cm for a target speed of 2 cm/s. The kinematic records revealed that movement speed did not result in a significant relationship for the cue or track periods (P ú 0.4, in both cases). Thus the rotational was commonly delayed, and the hand did not reach target speed until 500 ms after the onset of the track period (see velocity of the PD trajectory was a function of the visuomotor processing occurring in the cue relative to the track peri-Figs. 2 and 5-7). Thus convergence of the PD trajectories to the preferred direction of the track period occurred in the ods but not the target speed, further supporting the conclusion that the PD trajectory was relatively invariant with re-time period in which the movement was being initiated. It has been shown that the discharge of premotor neurons is spect to speed. Furthermore, a fixed rotational velocity would explain the increase in the relative duration of the PD trajec-modulated by gaze angle (Boussaoud 1995). However, it should be stressed that the angular rotation of the cue period tory during the shorter cue periods.
PD trajectories was not simply due to the eye movements because the saccadic eye movements in the earlier part of the Composite profiles of the PD trajectories cue covered the entire workspace (see Fig. 4 ). Furthermore, saccadic behavior was qualitatively similar during both the A composite of PD trajectories is shown for the extremes cue and track periods, yet the rotation of the PD trajectories of target speed in Fig. 14A to illustrate the temporal evoluoccurred primarily in the cue period. tion of directional tuning. These trajectories were obtained If the PD trajectory behavior reflects only a directional from 20 neurons selected from the sampled population on visuomotor process, it should be invariant with respect to the basis of having the largest number of contiguously sigtarget speed. The directional tuning as determined from penificant PD trajectories. The selected sample had a uniform riod averages of firing did not change systematically with distribution of PDs in both cue and track periods (Rayleigh target speed. For each neuron, the mean standard deviation test for uniformity, P ú 0.3 in both cases) and was characterof the PD over the four target speeds was 18.8 (range 2.8-istic of the entire population of cells (Fig. 14B) . The track 58.9) and 11.0 (range 1.4-39.9) for the cue and track period period PD was first rotated to align on 0Њ, and the PD trajecaverages, respectively. The PD trajectories were also similar tories for the cue and track periods were rotated by an equal across the four target speeds. The PD trajectories of Fig. 14 amount.
were compared bin by bin for the extremes of target speed. This population of trajectories confirms that the PD dif-
The 2-cm/s speed trials were reduced to 100 bins, the same fered during the cue and track periods. During the initial cue size as the 5-cm/s trials. Bins with significant directionality period, the PD could differ by as much as 180Њ from the from the 2-and 5-cm/s trials were plotted as x-y pairs in track PD. For both 5-and 2-cm/s target speeds, the PD Fig. 14C , and a linear regression between the pairs was trajectory reached initial significance 100-200 ms after oncomputed. The R 2 was 0.80, showing that at the extremes set of the cue target, corresponding to the initiation of oculoof the tracking speeds the PD trajectories were highly corremotor smooth pursuit (Fig. 4) . At either extreme of target lated. Thus, whether calculated over periods or every 20 ms, speed, the PD trajectories during the cue period characteristithe preferred direction varied minimally with target speed. cally rotated over one to two quadrants of the workspace
The means { SD of the PD trajectories were calculated until the cue-track transition. Around this point, the PD trausing all 132 neurons that demonstrated significant direcjectory converged to that of the track period PD (normalized tional tuning in both the cue and track periods (Fig. 15) . to 0Њ), and the PD trajectories during the track period were
The average track PD was normalized to 0Њ using the same relatively straight. conventions as Fig. 14 . The convergence of the PD trajectoFor the fastest target speed (Fig. 14A, top) , the PD trajecries shown in Fig. 14 parallels the constriction of the variabiltories converged at the onset of the track period to a zone ity shown in Fig. 15 . For the 5-cm/s tracking speed (top of {30Њ of the normalized track period PD. For the slowest graph) the mean was approximately zero through the trial target speed (Fig. 14A, bottom) , the PD trajectories did not sequence as approximately similar proportions of PD trajecfully converge to within {30Њ of the normalized average until 500 ms after the track period onset. It follows from the tories rotated clockwise and counterclockwise relative to the over the cue-track transition followed the same pattern for the extremes of target speed. If the alignment of the PD trajectory with the eventual track PD reflects a visuomotor process, this process occurred at the cue-track transition. The convergence of the PD trajectories (Fig. 14) and the constriction of the variance (Fig. 15) both were delayed at the slower speed, arguing for a role in movement initiation.
D I S C U S S I O N

Directional coding during a visuomotor task
Three main findings emerged concerning the discharge of primary motor and premotor neurons during this instructed delay, pursuit tracking task. Both the instructed delay (cue) and the movement (track) periods differed from previously used center-out paradigms based on step movements. This task required visually guided, error-constrained arm tracking of a constant speed target, as opposed to fast steps of unconstrained trajectory and speed to a stationary target (Fu et al. 1993; Kalaska et al. 1983 Kalaska et al. , 1989 Wise et al. 1992) .
Step movements first require detection of the onset and position of the target before a largely feedforward and stereotyped movement is made. The movement is characterized by a bell-shaped tangential velocity profile, and there is little reliance on visual feedback until termination of the movement (see Georgopoulos 1986). In contrast, pursuit tracking requires continuous correction of error, re- final track period PD. The SD envelope constricted throughout the 1-s cue period, ranging initially from {100Њ at the onset of the cue period to {10Њ at 300 ms into the track period. For the 2-cm/s target speed trials (bottom graph), the mean PD was also approximately zero. The SD was to decrease Ç1 s before track onset, constricting to its small-Vertical line at time 0 denotes onset of the track period. PD trajectories est value of about {10Њ at 400 ms into the track period. were normalized by setting the average track period PD to 0Њ, the same convention used in Fig. 14 . Thus the y-axes range from 0 { 180Њ.
Thus the evolution of the variance in the PD trajectories
01-26-99 09:03:21 neupal LP-Neurophys sulting in a tangential velocity profile approximating that of cue and track periods were more common in PMd, and the difference decreased from PMd to MI. These findings are the target. The duration of the tracking movements in this task was 1-2.5 s as opposed to 200-400 ms movement consistent with the hypothesized role for PMd in the mapping of complex visuomotor relationships (Boussaoud and times typical of step movements over roughly equivalent distances (Fu et al. 1993; Kalaska Wise 1993; Wise 1993). et al. 1989; Ojakangas and Ebner 1992) . Therefore in this task the observation time for neural and behavioral events PD trajectory and coordinate systems was increased by a factor of 2-5. Because the directional
The observed rotation in the PD trajectories may be a tuning of the discharge occurred throughout the entire cue function of the coordinate system selected for the calculation period for up to 2.5 s, more detailed observations on the of the PD, i.e., the workspace-centered system used in this temporal processing of visual information were possible. In report. It is acknowledged that the PD trajectories may differ addition, the pursuit tracking task allowed independent conin another, unidentified coordinate system. For example, it trol of movement direction and speed. It should also be is not likely that a single system such as a joint or muscle stressed that this task differs from ''nonpursuit'' tracking based coordinate system can explain the rotations in the PD paradigms in which the animal is required to duplicate suctrajectories. First, the largest rotations in the PD trajectories cessively presented trajectory templates without a speed conoccurred in the early cue period when there was no movestraint (Schwartz 1992 (Schwartz , 1993 . ment. It is highly unlikely that the discharge during the First, directional tuning was a prominent feature of both cue period is encoded in joint space when there is no joint the cue and track periods, demonstrating the robustness of movement, particularly given the extended duration of the the directional information present in a variety of tasks cue period (1-2.5 s). Neurons in the PMd and MI are modu- (Caminiti et al. 1991; Fu et al. 1993 Fu et al. , 1995  Georgopoulos lated by visuospatial aspects of moving to a target (di Pelleet al. 1982; Johnson et al. 1996b; Kalaska et al. 1983; Shen grino and Wise 1993; Shen and Alexander 1997a,b; Zhang and Alexander 1997a,b) . Second, a cell's PD during the cue et al. 1997), and it is unlikely that these neurons encode period did not always point in the same direction of its PD this visuospatial information in joint space or muscle coordiduring the track period. Over all cells, the mean cue period nates. Second, the PD trajectories were straightest in the PDs differed significantly from those of the track period track period when rotation of the joints and contraction of PDs, and approximately half of the sampled neurons had the muscles were occurring. One would anticipate that the differences ú45Њ between the PD of the cue and track peri-PD trajectories would show the greatest rotations just before ods. These differences in period PDs became more apparent or in the track period if the neuronal discharge was encoded when the cue and track periods were halved. The PDs obin a joint space coordinate frame. tained from the early cue period demonstrated a greater diHowever, the findings are consistent with the concept that vergence relative to the tracking PDs than did the PDs from the visuomotor transformation may involve a change in coorthe later cue period. Thus a cell's PD was not constant across dinate systems in time (Kalaska and Crammond 1992 ; Shen the trial. The third and somewhat unexpected finding was and Alexander 1997a; Soechting and Flanders 1992). Recent that sequential PDs calculated in 20-ms bins rotated from evidence from single-unit recordings in the PMd and MI an initial direction in the cue period to align with the PD suggests that visuospatial information is processed first, postrajectory of the track period. During most of the track pesibly in an extrinsic coordinate frame, and that information riod, the PD trajectory was relatively constant. The global about the actual limb movement is processed later, possibly features of the PD trajectory, including its rotational velocity, in an intrinsic frame (di Pellegrino and Wise 1993; Shen varied little over different target speeds. Similar rotation in and Alexander 1997a,b). The rotation of the PD in the cue the PD trajectories of PMd neurons has been observed in an period could reflect a gradual change in the coordinate instructed delay reaching task (Mason et al. 1998 ). Furtherframes in which the information is represented. The present more, the detailed structure of the PD trajectory differed as findings are consistent with single neurons participating in a function of the trial sequence, revealing larger rotations and such a process (Zhang et al. 1997) , in addition to the particisignificantly higher rotational velocities in the cue relative to pation of different neuronal populations (Lurito et al. 1991 ; the track period. In the next section the implications of the Shen and Alexander 1997a,b). PD trajectories in terms of coordinate systems, multiplexing of signals, visuomotor transformations, and population vector rotations are discussed.
PD trajectory and multiplexed signal processing Last, the results confirm and extend previous findings of a spatial gradient reflecting visuomotor processing across Changes in the PD trajectory could be the result of multiplexing of other sensory or motor parameters within the PMd and MI. Premovement neural activity has been shown to decrease rostral-caudally from PMd to MI (Alexander neuronal discharge at specific times during the task. For example, changes in starting position or arm posture can and Crutcher 1990; Johnson et al. 1996b; Weinrich et al. 1984) . A similar gradient in which neurons encoding visuo-alter the directional tuning of MI neurons (Caminiti et al. 1991; Kalaska 1995, 1997) . In this task both target spatial aspects of movements are preferentially located in PMd and neurons encoding movement in MI has been de-detection and speed identification are likely candidates, signaling the onset of the task and the onset of movement. scribed (Shen and Alexander 1997a,b) . In this study the visuomotor properties of directional tuning exhibited a ros-Evidence for detection is the finding of transient neuronal discharge shortly after the visual cue presentation. This type tral-caudal gradient across PMd and MI. Directional tuning in the cue period was more prevalent in PMd than MI. Figs. 14 and 15 ). Despite the fact that for the slower tracking speeds the onset for directional tic in this pursuit tracking paradigm. However, the transient nature of this firing is unlikely to account for the prolonged tuning was delayed and the proportion of significant directional tuning decreased in the cue period (Table 1) , still the rotations in the PD trajectory. Preliminary evidence based on multiple regression analyses of speed and direction coding in slower speeds were characterized by a longer PD trajectory.
Why should the process take longer for the slower tracking these neurons suggests that speed is encoded jointly with direction during the cue period ). There-speeds? We suggest that this finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the convergence of the PD trajectories to the fore it is possible that the encoding of other parameters altered the directional tuning.
track preferred direction is also timing signal for the onset of hand tracking. Irrespective of the duration of the cue Changes in the PD trajectory could also be the result of the multiplexing of other control functions, including eye period, the convergence of PD trajectories was completed at the cue-track transition. The convergence could not occur movements (Boussaoud 1995) and selective attention (di Pellegrino and Wise 1993). Eye movements followed a se-earlier if it was the signal to move. It could be argued that the visuomotor transformation is completed in a much quence through the trial of 1) initial randomly directed saccades, 2) saccades to target, 3) smooth pursuit of the cue shorter period of time. In instructed-delay reaching tasks, both PMd and MI neurons can show sustained discharge in target intermittently broken by randomly directed saccades, 4) smooth pursuit of the target during the initial half of the relation to the cue. However, this set-related activity is not necessarily directionally constant. In fact, there are many track period, and 5) saccades during the end of the track period. The eye movements were symmetrical in the cue examples in the literature in which the discharge during the instructed delay period gradually changes even though the and track periods. Selective attention would be expected to follow a similar symmetrical time course, initially directed cue location is fixed [ for examples, see Fig. 4 in Wise and Mauritz (1985) , Figs. 2 and 12 in Weinrich et al. (1984) , over the entire workspace, then directed at the moving target, and finally drifting off at the end of the track period. How-and Figs. 1-4 in Shen and Alexander (1997b) ]. The rotations in the PDs described in this report are completely conever, the PD trajectories were not symmetrical, exhibiting substantial shifts in the PD during the cue period while the sistent with these gradual directional changes in set-related activity. PD was relatively constant in the track period. Therefore oculomotor behavior and/or selective attention are unlikely After the detection of the target, the visual stimulus must be transformed into a motor command. Pertinent to the presto have contributed to the changes in the PD trajectory during the initial cue period. However, irrespective of the contribut-ent results is the question of how the direction of the moving cue target is transformed into the upcoming movement direcing factors, the net effect is to modify the directional tuning of these cells.
tion. Three lines of evidence argue against a direct spatial mapping of cue target direction relative to the eventual movement direction. First, the cue period PD could point in PD trajectory and visuomotor transformations any of the eight target directions irrespective of the track period PD (see Fig. 14) . Second, the absolute PD differences Initially in the cue period, all directions of the workspace are covered by a population of PD trajectories, an optimal between the cue and track periods spanned a continuum between 0 and 180Њ (see Figs. 8 and 9 ). If a strict directional situation for target detection (see Figs. 14 and 15) . The shifts in the PD during the cue period may provide a wide mapping of the cue target position was occurring, the fixed and linear movement of the target would not be expected to aperture for single cells to detect targets moving at various directions. Once detected, the direction of the target and the produce shifts in the PD across the trial. Third, the systematic rotation and convergence of the PD trajectory during the direction of the upcoming movement can be processed. Along with direction, the speed of the target must also be cue period suggests that the directional information obtained from the cue is not simply mapped onto the directional disidentified. The onset of movement in this paradigm was not dictated by an explicit ''GO'' signal, rather it was governed charge during the track period; rather, this suggests that a more complex sensorimotor transformation must be ocby the speed of the target during the cue period. Preliminary analysis showed that the firing in the cue period was modu-curring (Wise et al. 1996) .
More complex sensorimotor transforms include nonstanlated by the speed of the target . The directional tuning of the discharge gradually constricted to dard stimulus response mapping, in which stimuli with limited or incongruous spatial information must be mapped onto align with the PD of the actual movement. This can be appreciated in the plot of the individual PD trajectories (Fig. the appropriate motor behavior (Crammond and Kalaska 1994; Fitts and Seeger 1953; Kornblum et al. 1990; Wise et 14) and in the plot of the standard deviation of the PD trajectories (Fig. 15) . In either case, the directional tuning al. 1996). One of the proposed roles of the PMd is the learning and computation of nonstandard sensorimotor transin the cue aligned within {10Њ of the track PD over the cuetrack transition. Over the extremes of target speeds, this formations (Wise et al. 1996) . A similar hypothesis has been advanced for the parietal cortex (Crammond and Kaconvergence occurred from a period extending from 1 s before track onset until Ç400 ms into the track period. Thus laska 1994). Premovement firing in instructed delay tasks has been proposed to reflect the selection of an appropriate the convergence of the PD trajectories may provide an intrinsic ''GO'' signal. Another factor that may have contributed response relative to a stimulus (Crammond and Kalaska 1994; Wise et al. 1996) . The prevalence of divergent cue to the generation of the movement was the increased I dir found for the track period.
and track PDs was greater for the PMd than for MI neurons. Consistent with the posited role for PMd in sensorimotor One feature of the rotations in the PD is that for the slower tracking speeds the shift in the PD took longer than for the transformations, the differences in the PD in the cue and J278-8 / 9k2f$$de41 01-26-99 09:03:21 neupal LP-Neurophys
